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ABSTRACT

Automated code translation between programming languages can

greatly reduce the human effort needed in learning new languages

or in migrating code. Recent neural machine translation models,

such as Codex, have been shown to be effective on many code

generation tasks including translation. However, code produced by

neural translators often has semantic mistakes. These mistakes are

difficult to eliminate from the neural translator itself because the

translator is a black box, which is difficult to interpret or control

compared to rule-based transpilers. We propose the first automated

approach to pinpoint semantic mistakes in code obtained after neu-

ral code translation. Our techniques are implemented in a prototype

tool called TransMap which translates Python to JavaScript, both

of which are popular scripting languages. On our created micro-

benchmarks of Python programs with 648 semantic mistakes in

total, TransMap accurately pinpoints the correct location for a fix

for 87.96%, often highlighting 1-2 lines for the user to inspect per

mistake. We report on our experience in translating 5 Python li-

braries with up to 1: lines of code with TransMap. Our preliminary

user study suggests that TransMap can reduce the time for fixing

semantic mistakes by around 70% compared to using a standard

IDE with debuggers.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Computing methodologies→Machine translation; • Soft-

ware and its engineering→ Imperative languages.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Automated code translation is the process of transforming code

from one programming language to another. Such techniques can

help developers express ideas in one language syntax and then

easily transfer them to other languages without the encumbrance

of learning a new language syntax. Automatic code translation can

also lower the cost of migrating code bases from a legacy language

to a modern language [22] or from one platform to another [1].

A new approach to programmigration or translation has become

possible based on neural network models [43, 46, 55]. These tech-

niques were originally developed for natural language generation

tasks [6, 30, 42] but also showed promising results in code-related

tasks. For example, a state-of-the-art neural code generator Codex

[9] is fine-tuned on a popular language model [30] and it backs

the AI pair programmer Copilot [20] in Visual Studio Code. It is

a general-purpose generative model trained on billions of lines

of code from public repositories. It has recently been utilized for

translating code between programming languages [4].

Neural code translation offers a promising approach for mostly

automatic code translation. These translators are trained in an un-

supervised manner from examples on a large corpus, saving manual

effort in devising translation rules. The translated code is often

natural-looking, unlike compiler-generated code. This is because

neural code translators can capture the conventions seen in lots of

training data derived from real code. Furthermore, state-of-the-art

neural translators are derived from large natural language models

and can take into account natural language hints like comments or

variable naming conventions during translation.

In this work, our goal is to improve neural code translation

for code written in scripting languages. We specifically target the

translation of Python programs to JavaScript. Both these languages

are popular and have many similarities being statically untyped,

and therefore we believe offer a concrete starting point.

However, neural code translators can introduce errors in gener-

ated code. Prior work has observed that code produced from neural

code generators can have syntax mistakes, operator precedence

errors, misuse of APIs, incorrect data types, and so on [23, 43]. Mis-

takes are either syntactic or semantic. Syntactic mistakes violate the

target language syntax and can be easily detected by syntax check-

ers. Semantic mistakes, on the other hand, can result in code that

does not execute or executes but outputs wrong values. For many

of these, a fix location is also not immediately visible from running

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 Interna-

tional License.
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Figure 1: An example of translated code from a neural code generator. The code contains 3 translation mistakes: two semantic

mistakes and one syntax mistake. The gray and white shading is the visualization of the source map generated by TransMap.

tests or syntax checkers. We call such mistakes hidden. In micro-

benchmarks discussed later in Section 6, 84.93% of all mistakes are

semantic, and more than half of these are hidden mistakes.

In this paper, we therefore focus on the problem of automatically

pinpointing hiddenmistakes in the translated code. Given the source

code, its translated code that contains semantic mistakes, and error-

triggering tests, the goal is to automatically find the positions in the

translated code where small modifications are sufficient to produce

translated code that passes the tests. These pinpointed locations

serve as an aid to human programmers: They can focus on 1-2

lines of code to fix, instead of the whole input program. While we

believe our techniques can be combined with upstream tasks such

as automated repair or test generation, we consider these analyses

as orthogonal and retain the human developer in the translation

loop, keeping with the notion that "the user knows best".

The challenge in pinpointing hidden mistakes when working

with neural code generators is that their behaviour is difficult to

interpret or explain. Access to state-of-the-art models is often black-

box, and even with white-box access, neural networks with billions

of parameters are challenging to analyze. Several mechanisms de-

vised in the context of natural language translation tasks, from

which neural code translators are derived, do not necessarily lend

actionable insights for code translation tasks. For example, the neu-

ral attention mechanism can identify which part of the input code

the model concentrates on to produce an output snippet [49], but

this signal is too noisy and does not explain where the errors are

introduced if they are. Furthermore, little modification in the source

code or the decoding algorithms [58] of a modern neural generator

like Codex can result in unpredictable changes in the translated

code, making the process of pinpointing mistakes ad-hoc.

A key technical difficulty in pinpointing translation mistakes

is that we have tests that run on two different programs, one

written in the source language and the other in the target. This

setup is unlike that in fault localization [5, 26, 28, 41, 44, 59] or

repair [17, 18, 21, 34, 57] which works with the same program.

Therefore, we propose to reconstruct a line-to-line mapping be-

tween the source and target program, analogous to "source maps"

produced by traditional compilers. Such mappings allow us to com-

pare execution traces run on the source and target programs and

narrow down locations to focus on. Our solution requires only

black-box access to the neural code generator and avoids making

many computationally expensive queries to it. This makes the ap-

proach compatible with updates in code generators and lightweight.

It also avoids manually writing hard-coded rules for specific types

of translation mistakes, heavy-weight analyses, or formal language

semantics. Our techniques are embodied in a prototype tool called

TransMap, which is short for Translation with sourceMap.

We create a micro-benchmark for quantitative evaluation, de-

rived from 3 sources of real Python programs: LeetCode [15], Hu-

manEvalX [10], and GeeksForGeeks benchmarks [43]. Each bench-

mark contains Python source code, translated JavaScript code ob-

tained from querying Codex, passing/failing tests, and manually

determined fixes to all the translation mistakes sufficient to pass

the tests. There are 648 identified semantic mistakes with manually

validated fixes in total. We evaluate TransMap on our quantitative

benchmarks and it can successfully pinpoint 87.96% of all the 648

semantic mistakes and 84.44% of all the hidden mistakes. The final

reported position ranges by TransMap have an average length of

1.23 lines, which highlights that the developer only needs to focus

their attention on a very small range of the code to devise a fix.

We conduct a preliminary user study to use TransMap for de-

bugging code translations with different lengths (10-200 lines) and

find that TransMap can save around 70% of the time for fixing the

code compared to using an industry-standard IDE (VS Code [32])

with Python and JavaScript debuggers. Furthermore, we report on

a qualitative experience by authors in using TransMap to translate

5 larger Python libraries of about 120 to 1: lines of code.
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2 PROBLEM OVERVIEW

We begin by showing an example for which Codex, a state-of-the-

art neural generator, produces a useful initial Python to JavaScript

translation. It has several mistakes, the locations of which are not

straightforward to pinpoint by just running the given tests and ob-

serving the runtime errors. This motivates the need for TransMap.

2.1 Motivating Example

The left part of Figure 1 is an executable Python code that has

one function with a list as the input and returns an integer. The

right part is the JavaScript code translated from the Python code

by Codex. There are some complex tasks during the translation but

Codex manages to correctly translate them. Firstly, the Python code

creates a defaultdict -typed1 dictionary and uses it on line 5, line

7, and line 10. As JavaScript does not have the equivalent built-in

data type, Codex translates the defaultdict data type in Python

to the Object data type with a key-existence check before access,

e.g., at lines 7-9 in JavaScript. This type of check is correctly omitted

in Codex output when the key is present in the dictionary, e.g., at

lines 15-16. Secondly, the Python code has a list comprehension on

line 10, which does not natively exist in JavaScript. Codex translates

the list comprehension into statements with the same semantics: a

for loop in JavaScript at lines 14-17. Thirdly, Python APIs, such as

len(arr) , sum(..) , and data type operations, such as arr[-1] ,

are correctly translated into arr.length , arr.reduce(...) , and

arr[arr.length - 1] in JavaScript.

While Codex translates most parts of the code correctly, the full

translated code is not syntactically correct—a syntax checker can

discover a syntax mistake on line 23. Even if the syntax mistake

is fixed, the translated code still outputs different results from the

source under the same test cases. A careful reader will notice that

there are at least two other semantic mistakes, for which small

modifications to the JavaScript code are sufficient to make it correct.

The 3 mistakes highlighted in Figure 1 are as follows:

• Syntactic Mistake 1: the if-else to encode a ternary expres-

sion violates JavaScript syntax on line 23. The correct translation

is return max_conn==-1 ? -1 : avg_conn-max_conn; .

• Semantic Mistake 1: the arr.sort() has different seman-

tics in Python and JavaScript. The corresponding Python code

arr.sort() on line 11 sorts arr in ascending numerical order

whereas line 18 of JavaScript sorts elements alphabetically as

strings. For example, the sort of an array [2, 11, 5] will re-

turn [2, 5, 11] after executing line 10 of the Python code and

[11, 2, 5] after executing line 18 of the JavaScript code. The

correct translated code should be arr.sort((a,b)=> a-b); .

• SemanticMistake 2: the / operation in Javascript has a different

meaning with // operation in Python. Line 15 of Python code

means integer division, e.g., 12//5 = 2 but line 21 of JavaScript

code is floating point division, e.g., 12/5 = 2.4 . The correct

translated code should be avg_conn = Math.floor(../..); .

Figure 2 briefly summarizes our evaluation on more benchmarks

presented later in Secion 6.1. We find that 84.93% of all mistakes

are semantic among which more than half are hidden mistakes.

For such mistakes, running the program either throws no runtime

1It provides a default value for non-existing keys, instead of raising errors.

Figure 2: Distribution of translation mistakes in our micro-

benchmarks presented later in Section 6.1.

errors but produces wrong output values, or it throws runtime

errors but the error locations are not where the right fix is needed.

2.2 Problem Setup and Challenges

In our setup, we are given the source and target programs gener-

ated from the black-box neural generator, together with unit tests.

It is straightforward to translate test inputs and outputs across

languages; therefore, assume the availability of such tests. Tests

under which the outputs of the source and target programs are the

same are deemed as passing, whereas those on which they differ are

deemed as failing. Our goal is to pinpoint locations in the translated

code where fixes are sufficient to have all given test cases pass.

Black-box neural code generators are neither explainable nor

stable to input perturbations. Unlike compilers of which the behav-

iors can be explained in deterministic transpilation rules, neural

code generators can introduce unpredictable changes in the output

on small changes in input. For instance, Codex can produce totally

different results and mistakes for the same input even with small

changes in its auxiliary inputs, such as in sampling methods or

sampling temperatures. Expressing the behavior of the generator

in deterministic rules for further analysis is difficult.

Another challenge comes from the complexity of the context-

dependent semantics of statements in the program. For example, in

untyped languages such as Python and JavaScript, the semantics of a

statement may depend on types and possible value ranges of related

variables, and how a piece of code should be translated would also

depend on the earlier translation of related variables. For example,

while line 7 of Python (g[u - 1].append(...) ) is semantically

equivalent to lines 7-10 in JavaScript, such equivalence is under the

context that g ’s data type is mapped from defaultdict (Python)

to Object (JavaScript), and the value of u in JavaScript is equal

to u - 1 in Python due to the translation at line 4. If g were

a dict in Python and u were translated to represent the same

value, g[u-1].append(...) in Python would be equivalent to

g[u-1].push(...) in JavaScript instead of lines 7-10. One possible

solution to this challenge is to model shared semantics across the

two languages with context awareness. But, such specifications are

labor-intensive and change as the concerned languages evolve.

In this paper, we aim to provide an automatic and lightweight

procedure to pinpoint semantic mistakes in neural code translation

that is largely agnostic to the internals of the neural generator.

The fewer the pinpointed locations, the better—we hope the user’s

attention can be drawn to as few locations to fix as possible.

Our solution works on the following key principle: Rather than

trying to reconstruct externally why the generator produces a cer-

tain output, we simply ask the neural code generator to explain

itself, i.e., to produce a mapping between the source code and its
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Figure 3:Workflow of TransMap to pinpoint and fix the trans-

lation mistakes. TransMap has two key components: the neu-

ral source map generator and the trace comparator.

own translated code in a format we designed. We show that such

mapping, coupled with an execution trace comparison technique,

can automatically pinpoint mistakes with high fidelity.

3 TRANSMAP: OVERVIEW

Figure 3 shows theworkflow ofTransMap that works in a loopwith

a user to pinpoint and fix the translation mistakes. The translated

code is pre-translated by the neural code generator from the source

and they form a code pair. ① The code pair is given as input to our

neural source map generator to generate its source map. Given the

code pair, its source map, and the unit tests of the source and the

translated code, the trace comparator reports the location of the

first semantic mistake in the translated code to the user. ② The user

fixes the translated code based on the mistake report of TransMap.

If the fixed code does not pass the unit tests, it means that the

translation has other semantic mistakes. Thus, the translated code

would be updated (③) and the next iteration of this process would

start from ① to pinpoint the next mistake. The process stops when

the translated code has no mistakes remaining, i.e., all tests pass.

Source Map Generation. The first component in TransMap gen-

erates the source map, a line-to-line mapping between the given

source and translated code pair. Source map creation is standard

in compiler-based translators [33, 51], but it has not been demon-

strated for neural code translation yet, to the best of our knowledge.

Our main insight to solving this challenge is that we can ask the

neural code generator to explain itself. We propose a pre-designed

prompt to guide the neural code generator to output the mapping.

Our observation stems from the in-context learning capability of

many modern large transformer-based generative models [6, 7, 45],

which allows the model to learn a new task from only a few ex-

amples provided as “prompts”[6]. We call them prompt examples.

In-context learning does not need to change the generative model

and only requires black-box access to it. For our source mapping

task, the in-context learning prompt starts with a fixed prompt

example of the mapping task that we designed, followed by the

pair of programs ((,) ) for which we want to create a source map.

Our fixed prompt example has a hard-coded pair of source and

target programs and the corresponding source map between them

Figure 4: One-shot in-context learning prompt template (part

A and B) for source map generation and its output (part C).

created manually. This example essentially illustrates or “teaches”

the model how to create a source map. When we provide this fixed

prompt example, together with the programs given as input to

TransMap ((,) ) to the neural code generator, it mimics the task

demonstrated in the fixed prompt example on ((,) ). Figure 4 briefly

shows the prompt template and Section 4.1 details the mechanism.

One may naturally ask why does this approach to source map

generation work. The explanation stems from why in-context learn-

ing works [60]: in-context learning succeeds when the neural net-

work model is able to infer some shared latent concepts in the
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provided prompt examples. The latent concept learnt for transla-

tion is the mapping between semantically similar statements in

the two languages. Such latent concepts, if learnt for translation,

should also be able to provide source line maps. The fixed prompt

example teaches the model how to explicitly represent it in outputs.

When designing the prompt, computational costs become a bot-

tleneck. While in-context learning works better with more prompt

examples, the computational cost of the attention mechanism in

modern transformer-based neural code generators increases non-

linearly with prompt length. The model takes longer to translate

longer inputs and therefore, the model query interface limits the

number of lexical tokens. For example, Codex can only process 8:

tokens per query at most for the prompt plus the generated text.

To reduce the length of the prompt and save more tokens for the

generated source map, we only use one fixed prompt example.

With a single prompt example, we cannot “teach” very complex

tasks to neural code generators since their limited reasoning and

arithmetic computation capability come into play [14]. Thus, even

though our prompt example is short, it is empirically selected to

minimize ambiguity in the source mapping task—it only requires

the neural code generator to copy existing code and annotations to

show the line correspondence, without generating any new code

or performing complex arithmetic computations. Additionally, we

also set the sampling temperature to 0 since the task requires no

creativity [36]. With these design choices, we empirically observe

that the noise in the generated source maps is quite low, as shown

in Section 6.2. Figure 1 visualizes the source map automatically

generated using our approach with white and gray shading.

Trace Comparison. After we get the source map, the next step

in TransMap is to execute the source and target programs with

the given test inputs, which results in execution traces. TransMap

compares these execution traces to pinpoint a location where the

execution states, i.e., values of traced program variables, differ. A

simplistic approach to trace comparisonwould be to trace the source

and translated program statement by statement. This approach

leads to a large amount of trace data. Furthermore, the intermediate

states at each individual statement in a larger block of statements

can turn out to be different between the source and target traces,

while still producing the same output at the end of the block. As an

example, after line 14 in JavaScript, the variable arr is bound to an

empty array, but arr is never empty in Python. However, the value

of arr is changed multiple times before line 17 where it finally has

the same value as in Python after line 10.

We can improve the above simplistic approach by using our

source map. The source map gives us (possibly noisy) line-to-line

mapping which is a natural segmentation in the programs to per-

form comparisons. Code segments which cannot be sub-divided

based on the source map are called atomic pieces. We can now record

and compare program states between corresponding atomic pieces

of the source and the translated code. However, this naive approach

can identify spurious locations to inspect.

To illustrate why, consider the translation example in Figure 1

again. Let us assume that the syntax error on line 23 has been fixed

by the user so that only semantic mistakes remain. If we trace per

atomic piece, we will insert a pair of tracepoints between line 6 and

line 7 in both Python and JavaSript. The Line 7 of the Python code

maps to lines 7-9 of the JavaScript code, but the program values

differ—variable u on the Python side is not equal to the variable

u on the JavaScript side, and that is because the translated code is

assigning times[i][0]-1 rather than times[i][0] to u . Thus,

the naive approach would report a trace discrepancy at lines 3-6 as

variables u and v have different values under almost all executions.

However, if we carefully inspect the behavior of the whole loop,

lines 3-6 are unnecessary to inspect and would waste user attention.

This is because lines 7-10 in the translated code consistently use u

instead of u-1 , so the values of local variables after the combined

code block (lines 3-10) produce the same result as the Python code.

Further, this approach creates large traces, as trace length grows

with algorithmic complexity of the code (e.g., with nested loops).

We propose a simple solution we call dynamic granularity tracing

to address this challenge. Dynamic granularity tracing compares

execution states at the boundaries where the semantics of the source

and the translated code reach an agreement, hoping to skip past

differences in intermediate states. The intuition is to mimic the

debugging process of a programmer to some extent where the

granularity of “breakpoints” is increased iteratively while we are

getting closer and closer to the exact position of the mistake. For

example, on the translation in Figure 1, the tracing starts with

statements in the function scope at first to trace the program at

lines 5, 6, 9, etc. of Python and 2, 3, 12, etc. of JavaScript. Notice

that it will not trace inside the first for loop but only compare

the program states before and after it. Thus, the trace comparator

concludes that the first for loop is correct and moves on to spot

mistake 1 at line 18. Once the user fixes that, it will report mistake

2 which is in a deeper block scope. The translation passes all tests

after mistake 2 is fixed by the user in our example.

4 TRANSMAP: COMPONENTS

Two main components of TransMap, the source map generator

and trace comparator, work together to pinpoint locations where

the user can focus their attention.

4.1 Source Map Generator

Given the source and the translated code ((,) ) by the neural code

generator, the goal of the source map generator is to output a map-

ping between atomic pieces in the source and the translated code.

An atomic piece is a tuple (�[ℓB ], �[ℓC ]), where�[ℓB ] and�[ℓC ] are

ordered lists of statements corresponding to the line number ℓB in

the source program and ℓC in the translated program, respectively.

The source map is an ordered list of atomic pieces.

As briefly explained, we use in-context learning with prompts

to the neural code generator for creating source maps. Figure 4

shows the prompt template that is used for all input programs.

Conceptually, this prompt can be divided into two parts. The first

part is a fixed pair of code fragments that is used to demonstrate

the task of creating source maps. Specifically, it has a fixed Python

code and its JavaScript equivalent with the source map annotations

in comments, as seen in Figure 4, part A. This is the “one-shot”

example of the task we want to teach the generator to perform [6].

Note that part A of the prompt does not change for different ((,) ).

The second part of the prompt template consists of the given

Python source program ( and the given JavaScript translated code) ,
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but without any source map annotations. The neural code generator

is expected to learn how to perform the task demonstrated by

part A of the prompt template and auto-complete it. The prompt

completion if successfully done, would copy the programs ((,) )

and add annotations to them which serve as the source mapping.

The output section of Figure 4 shows the part completed by the

neural code generator. It can be seen that the model has added

code comments line-by-line to both the Python program ( and

JavaScript program ) provided to it in part B of the template. From

this output it is straightforward to parse the programs, create a list

of statements corresponding to each line number specified in the

comments, and obtain the source map.

In order to arrive at this specific prompt template, we performed

prompt engineering empirically of two kinds: prompt paraphras-

ing [25] and prompt scoring [13]. For prompt paraphrasing, we

mutated both the source mapping instruction (##### Match ... )

and the comments before statement numbers (--- py stmt ) to

create prompt variations to select from. They are highlighted in

green in Figure 4. We tried 32 variations only since each query to

the code generator incurs a cost.

We then compared prompt variations using prompt scoring[13].

We define the score of a prompt output as the log probability of

filling all the statement numbers correctly (red circles in Figure 4).

Specifically, let �8 = 1 be the event that the 8Cℎ statement in the

output is correctly mapped (else �8 = 0), then we are interested

in the event that all �8 equal to 1. The score � (%,- ) for a prompt

variation % on a specific source map example - is computed as:

� (%,- ) = log Pr
[(
∏

8
C8

)

= 1
]

= log
∏

8
Pr

[

C8 = 1 |
(
∏

9<8
C9

)

= 1
]

(chain rule)

=

∑

8
log Pr

[

C8 = 1 |
(
∏

9<8
C9

)

= 1
]

=

∑

8
token_logprob (#8 , full_correct_output )

The quantities in the last step are provided by the neural code

generator and#8 is the 8
Cℎ statement number token. Multiple values

token_logprob(token, output) for the same output can be ob-

tained from a single query to Codex. We test each of the 32 prompt

variations on 10 distinct source map examples that we manually cre-

ated for validation. For each source map example, we obtain scores

for all prompt variations. For each example -C , we compute the

ranking of candidate %: as Rank(%: , -C ) where higher � (%: , -C ) is

better. We choose the prompt with the highest average rank across

the 10 source map examples, computed as 1
10

∑10
C=1 Rank(%: , -C ).

4.2 Trace Comparator

Once we have the source map, the trace comparator instruments the

two given programs ((,) ). It then runs the test cases on them and

compares their execution traces. For execution tracing, both pro-

grams ((,) ) are instrumented with 2 kinds of logging: tracepoints

and line coverage. The tracepoint instrumentation logs program

states at the beginning statement of each atomic piece. The trace-

point is thus a 3-tuple (ℓB , ℓC , 3), where ℓB is the line number of the

first source statement of an atomic piece, ℓC is the line number of

the first target statement of the same atomic piece, and 3 is the

Algorithm 1 Dynamic Granularity Tracing Algorithm

1: procedure DynamicGranularityTracing(%C , %B , ",) , L<0G )

2: L← 1 ⊲ L is the current tracing level

3: (B ← {1, 2, ...#Line(%B )}, (C ← {1, 2, ...#Line(%C )}

4: while L ≤ L<0G do

5: ) ′ = Filter(), G → G .; ≤ L ∧ G .B ∈ (B ∧ G .C ∈ (C )

6: (ΓB , ΓC ) ← RunCollectTrace(%C , %B ,)
′)

7: : ← FindDivergingStep(ΓB , ΓC )

8: if : is None then

9: return ∅, ∅ ⊲ No divergence, code is correct

10: �B ← GetCoveredLinesInBetween(ΓB , : − 1, :)

11: �C ← GetCoveredLinesInBetween(ΓC , : − 1, :)

12: �′C ← MapSrcLinesToTgt(",�B ),

13: �′B ← MapTgtLinesToSrc(",�C ),

14: (C ← �C ∪�
′
C , (B ← �B ∪�

′
B

15: L = L + 1 ⊲ Increase tracing level

16: return (B , (C ⊲ Suspicious lines (source and target)

level of the tracepoint. The level of the tracepoint is its lexical scope

depth and all local variables accessible in that scope are logged. For

example, line 7 in Python is at level 2 and line 3 is at the lowest

level 0 (global scope). For a tracepoint to be valid, the scope level

for the source statement and the target statement are expected to

be the same—if not, we do not trace those statements.

The instrumented logging statements before each tracepoint

record all local variables accessible in that scope and their values.

However, this is not sufficient to know the set of executed lines after

hitting one tracepoint and before hitting another. The executed lines

in between are not necessarily the code between two tracepoints

due to control-flow transition statement such as break , continue ,

and throw . We therefore use line coverage instrumentation to get

all the executed lines in between, and hence the control flow.

After the code instrumentation, we obtain a pair of instrumented

programs that are executed under given tests. As briefly discussed

earlier in Section 3, we employ dynamic granularity tracing to

minimize spurious locations being reported to the user. Our pro-

posed algorithm for such dynamic granularity tracing and trace

comparison is shown in Algorithm 1. It performs multiple rounds

of tracing on instrumented programs, with each round increasing

the tracing granularity. Line coverage information is small and is

always turned on.

The input to Algorithm 1 includes the instrumented source pro-

gram %B , the instrumented translated program %C , the source map

" , static metadata ) for selectively turning tracepoints on or off,

and the maximum tracing level !<0G .

Specifically, in the very first round, the algorithm starts at tracing

level 1 (! = 1) with all the lines marked “suspicious”, i.e., the set of

suspicious lines-B and-C are initialized to all lines in the programs

(lines 2-3 in Algorithm 1). In this round, all the tracepoints at level 1

are enabled for logging but tracepoints at higher levels are disabled

(checked in line 5). For example, this means all local variables at

function scope are traced in JavaScript. The tracing is performed by

running the instrumented program on unit tests and collecting the

logs. The enabled tracepoints in the program will record program

states to logs (line 6). The trace logs, represented by ΓB and ΓC , are
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sequences of log items where each log entry item consists of the

tracepoint index and values of local variables. The trace logs ΓB
and ΓC will then be compared step by step. If no mismatch is found

in the traces, it implies that the programs behave the same thus

the algorithm halts. Otherwise, the algorithm will find the first

mismatching log item and its corresponding diverging tracepoint

(line 7). It then obtains the executed lines between the diverging

tracepoint and the previous tracepoint where the program states

have not diverged from the line coverage information (line 10).

Only those lines are now marked suspicious, therefore, the updated

-B and -C are reduced. This finishes one round of tracing and the

algorithm goes on to perform the next round of tracing with an

increased tracing level 2 (line 15). In the round with tracing level 2,

all the tracepoints outside of the suspicious line set will be disabled.

For tracepoints that are still within the reduced suspicious lines

set, tracepoints up to level 2 will be enabled (line 5). The second

round of tracing can further reduce the set of suspicious lines with

more tracepoints concentrated around the unknown mistake. This

process repeats until the maximum tracing level is reached, and the

final sets of suspicious lines are returned as the result (line 16).

When deciding if the source and translated code diverge at one

tracepoint, we resort to the notion observational equivalence (up to

the given tests) rather than semantic equivalence. We log the data

types to their canonical forms and compare the canonical forms

instead of the original data types. The idea is to project various

data types into a minimum set of simplest data types. For example,

List , Array , Deque , and other similar data types can be mapped

to JSON array. int , float , and other numeric types can be mapped

to JSON number. This tracing and comparison process does lose

some information, but it reconciles the difference in data types

across the source and target languages. While our tracing and value

comparator implementation has been sufficient for our reported

evaluation, it can be improved in future versions of TransMap.

5 IMPLEMENTATION

TransMap uses Codex as the neural code generator with the trans-

lation prompt shown in Figure 5. It starts with a fixed pair of mini-

malistic code fragments that demonstrate the translation task. The

next part is the given Python source code that needs to be translated

(left-bottom). The neural code generator completes the prompt with

translated JavaScript code (right-bottom) as the output.

The source map generator queries Codex for the source map and

we use the standard greedy decoding with the temperature set to

0 and ? to 1. It parses the generated text from Codex to compute

atomic pieces. It assumes that every line in the translation belongs

to some atomic piece and that the atomic pieces order the line

numbers in Python source and the JavaScript target in the same

order, with no discontinued atomic piece that is mixed with other

atomic pieces. This assumption enables simpler implementation

for our trace comparator and empirically it is satisfied most of the

time. The source map generator will abort if it cannot output a

valid source map. When updated programs ((,) ) are processed,

only few lines are updated and so the updated source map can be

computed from cached source maps without querying Codex.

The trace comparator is implemented as source-level code instru-

mentation and offline analysis on trace files. The instrumentation

Figure 5: One-shot prompt for the neural code generator to

translate Python code into JavaScript code.

requires simple static analysis to get the list of local variables at

the position of each tracepoint. This is implemented with the help

of tree-sitter [50] AST queries and Python’s built-in support for

reflection at runtime (e.g. local() ).

TransMap reports the suspicious lines as given by Algorithm 7

and the variables with diverging values. The trace implementa-

tion includes runtime type information which is considered during

value comparisons2. When a trace mismatch is found, TransMap

provides both the suspicious variable and the “Jump-to-definition”

utility to the user. The user can fix the variable type declaration, its

type definition, or its use at the suspicious lines.

In total, TransMap is implemented in around 5: lines of Python

and JavaScript and another 5: lines of UI code for easier interaction.

6 EVALUATION

We evaluate TransMap for identifying mistakes in neural code

translation from Python to JavaScript. Our evaluation focuses on

the following four aspects:

(1) Motivation (Section 6.1): What kinds of translation mis-

takes does Codex make for which TransMap is of value?

(2) Effectiveness (Section 6.2): How effective is TransMap at

pinpointing translation mistakes?

(3) Case Study (Section 6.3) How much human effort does it

take to translate real-world programs using TransMap?

(4) User Study (Section 6.4) How helpful is TransMap for

users to pinpoint and fix the translation mistakes?

Micro-benchmarks for Pinpointing Neural Translation Mis-

takes. Pinpointing mistakes in neural code translation across lan-

guages is relatively new. We thus created a set of benchmarks that

extends those used in recent works [52]. Each sample program in

the micro-benchmarks contains the following:

• source program,

• a neural translated program from Codex with mistakes,

• test cases for the source and translated code,

• a list of mistakes in the code with line locations and fixes,

• the fixed translated program that passes the tests.

2Similar types like array, queue, and list are clustered as the same “simple type” for
comparisons in our implementation.
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We create ourmicro-benchmarks based on 3 popular benchmarks

on code related tasks: LeetCode Python-to-JS benchmarks (1067

programs) [52], GeeksForGeeks benchmarks (699 programs) [43],

and HumanEvalX benchmarks (164 programs) [10]. Taking the

LeetCode benchmarks as an example, the process to create our

micro-benchmarks is shown below. First, we query Codex to trans-

late all programs in the LeetCode benchmarks into JavaScript using

the translation prompt in Figure 5. The provided test cases for the

source programs are simple, thus we obtained their corresponding

versions for translated code using straightforward string substi-

tution. Next, we run the translated code on unit tests and collect

the failing programs. This gives us 424 programs. Then we manu-

ally check these failing programs and filter out those (132 of them)

where the translated code is either unfixable or not corresponding

to the source at all. We consider a program as unfixable if com-

pletely rewriting it or implementing non-existing functions and

data types used by the translation is necessary to make it pass the

tests. Further discussion on these is presented in Section 6.5. After

the filtering, we manually check the remaining 292 programs, pin-

point their mistakes, and write a fix for each mistake. In the end, we

validate 459 mistakes from 292 programs on LeetCode benchmarks.

Similarly, we collect 235 mistakes from 136 programs on Geeks-

ForGeeks benchmarks and 69 mistakes from 51 programs on Hu-

manEvalX benchmarks. In total, we have 479 programs and 763

mistakes with fixes (115 syntax mistakes and 648 semantic mis-

takes). The translated programs are about 17.53 lines on average

as shown in column �!� 9B of Table 1 and the longest program has

66 lines. The detailed characteristics of the micro-benchmarks are

provided in the supplementary materials [2].

Evaluation Metrics. To evaluate the effectiveness of TransMap,

we check if TransMap can pinpoint the semantic mistakes in our

micro-benchmarks. For the program with more than one semantic

mistake, we generate its partially-fixed variant programs in which

only one semantic mistake exists. This gives us as many variant

programs as semantic errors in this program. We look at the suspi-

cious lines highlighted at the end. If the suspicious lines contain

the mistake, we count it as successful. We also compute the average

number of suspicious lines that the user needs to inspect, as well as

the average ratio between the suspicious lines and the total lines in

the program.

Baseline. The baseline approach is simply to run the given unit

tests without TransMap. If a runtime error appears, we check if

that line number is the location where the fix is needed. If not,

it is counted as a failure. Note that for hidden mistakes, where

program states differ but no runtime errors are thrown, the baseline

approach cannot pinpoint them.

System Specification. We run all experiments on a desktop with

32GB of RAM and an i7 9700 8-Core CPU. To query the Codex

model for generating translations and source maps, we directly use

OpenAI API without local computation [37].

6.1 Quantifying Mistakes in Codex Translations

It is useful to understand the kind of errors made by Codex before

we can quantify where TransMap provides most value. Figure 6

shows the distribution of all the 763 translation mistakes in all our

45.61%

0.52%
22.67%

16.12%

12.45%

2.62%

84.93%

15.07%

Different Result
Other Runtime Error
Runtime Reference Error
Runtime Type Error
Confused Syntax
Minor Syntax Mistake

Semantic Mistakes
Syntax Mistakes

Figure 6: Distribution of mistakes in our micro-benchmarks

micro-benchmarks. Among them, syntax mistakes and semantic

mistakes account for 15.07% (115) and 84.93% (648), respectively.

A syntax checker spots syntaxmistakes evenwithout TransMap.

Most syntaxmistakes (82.61%) are due to Codex confusing JavaScript

syntax with Python syntax and producing Python-like expressions

in JavaScript. For example, the expression [int(x)for x in y] is

wrongly translated into the expression [parseInt(x)for x in y] .

There is no list comprehension syntax support in JavaScript thus the

correct translation should be y.map(x => parseInt(x)) . These

mistakes are not minor lexical edits, but can often be resolved with

an online search of the error description [38]. A minority of the

syntax mistakes are due to minor errors (e.g., missing parentheses).

For example, Codex translates for loops for a, b in arr into

for (let a,b of arr){...} but misses a pair of square brack-

ets around a,b (i.e., for(let [a,b] of ... ).

Around half of the semantic mistakes (45.61% out of 84.93%)

cause no runtime errors but result in different results from their

corresponding Python source. For the other half of the semantic

mistakes, most of them cause either reference errors or type errors.

The detailed distributions of mistakes in each micro-benchmark

are shown in the supplementary materials [2].

Semantic mistakes can be more subtle and can result in runtime

errors (39.32% of all mistakes). We divide runtime errors caused

by semantic mistakes into three types: runtime reference error,

runtime type error, and other runtime errors. They account for

22.67%, 16.12%, 0.52% of all mistakes, respectively, as shown in

Figure 6. An example of runtime reference error is using undeclared

variables or non-existing functions. Misuse of API and operators

or accessing a numeric value as if it is an object will result in

runtime type errors. Occasionally, the translated program might

not terminate and exceed the maximum call stack. Most of such

mistakes that cause runtime errors can be fixed by changing the API

calls, operators, or adding variable declarations at the runtime error

location. However, the locations of 14.67% runtime errors (6.79% of

all semantic mistakes) do not match the correct fix locations.

The other 53.70% of the semanticmistakes (45.61% of all mistakes)

cause no runtime errors but make the translated code differ in

output of the unit tests from the source. This type of mistake can

be further divided into several sub-types:
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Table 1: Distributions of mistakes on micro-benchmarks and performance of TransMap compared to the baseline approach

Micro-Benchmarks
Mistaken Prog. Mistakes Baseline TransMap

Count �!� 9B Syntax Semantic (B4< (B4< (ℎ83 (38 5 !BDB 'BDB
Leetcode 292 20.26 86 (18.7%) 373 (81.3%) 42.09% 87.67% 82.41% 81.96% 1.31 7.23%

GeeksForGeeks 136 13.05 16 (6.8%) 219 (93.2%) 39.27% 88.58% 86.47% 88.50% 1.11 7.44%

HumanEvalX 51 11.49 13 (18.8%) 56 (81.2%) 23.21% 87.50% 88.37% 87.80% 1.18 10.90%

Total*/Average 479* 17.53 115* 648* 39.51% 87.96% 84.44% 84.77% 1.23 7.62%

• Semantic confusion, i.e., confusing similar APIs and data types.

Such as translating from int(x) into Math.floor(x) or Math.

trunc(x) (differentwhen x < 0), a[i] to a.at(i) or a.get(i) .

• Wrong assumptions about the JavaScript runtime and APIs.

Such as translating a,b = c.popleft() to a = c.shift()[0];

b = c.shift()[1]; (shift is not pure and will change c),

translate not arr to !arr (The equivalent expression should

be arr.length === 0 when arr is an array).

• Others, i.e., mistakes that seem to be difficult to cluster or catego-

rize. Such as missing a function call in the translation, assigning

absurd values (such as [[0], [0]] ) to variables, and introduc-

ing a temporary variable with the same name as a local variable.

6.79% of the semantic mistakes in our micro-benchmarks cause

runtime errors at locations different from the mistakes. 53.70% of

the semantic mistakes cause no runtime errors but give different

results. TransMap is aimed at pinpointing such hiddenmistakes.

6.2 Effectiveness of TransMap

We evaluate TransMap on the number of lines that the user has to

inspect to fix each mistake in our micro-benchmarks. If the lines

highlighted by TransMap contain the location to fix, the pinpoint-

ing is deemed successful and a failure otherwise. Our results on the

micro-benchmarks are shown in Table 1, where (B4< , (ℎ83 , (38 5
represent the ratio of successfully pinpointed mistakes to the total

semantic mistakes, hidden mistakes, and mistakes that cause differ-

ent output results from the source respectively. The quantities !BDB
and 'BDB represent the number of highlighted suspicious lines and

its ratio to the program size, averaged over the semantic mistakes

successfully pinpointed by TransMap.

Among the set of semantic mistakes, TransMap can pinpoint

87.96% of them successfully. In contrast, the baseline successfully

pinpoints only 39.51% of the semantic mistakes. Thus, TransMap

significantly improves over the baseline. Its success ratio can achieve

95% satisfaction rate among developers according to this work [29].

The suspicious code lines !BDB by TransMap are 1.23 lines, which

is 7.62% of the program code lines on average. This means that the

user often only needs to focus on 1-2 lines to understand the mis-

take and to fix it. It shows that TransMap can efficiently pinpoint

the semantic mistakes for short code fragments with high accuracy.

TransMap performs well on the hidden mistakes that the base-

line approach cannot find at all. As shown in (ℎ83 column of Table 1,

82.41%- 88.37% of hidden mistakes can be pinpointed among three

micro-benchmarks. For semantic mistakes that do not cause any

runtime errors but different results from the source code,TransMap

is able to successfully diagnose 84.77% mistakes ((38 5 ) on average.

We also look at the quality of the generated source map specifi-

cally. We find that 93.8% of the generated source maps are correct.

Failing cases are discussed in Section 6.5.

87.96% of semantic mistakes in our micro-benchmarks are pin-

pointed successfully by TransMap, compared to 39.51% by base-

line. The user inspects only 1.23 lines on average per mistake.

6.3 Case Studies

How much does TransMap help in translating larger real-world

Python programs to JavaScript? We report on the qualitative expe-

rience of translating 5 Python libraries using TransMap as an aid.

Their LoC (excluding tests) and the number of semantic mistakes

are shown in Table 2. We select those modules because they are

standalone, have no external dependencies, and their code can be

segmented and translated function-by-function without significant

loss of context. We had no apriori familiarity with these libraries.

We explain our methodology in detail using the first module

(strsimpy) as an example. The strsimpy library implements many

string functions to compute similarity and distance measures. It also

comes with unit tests. It has 800+ stars on GitHub and around 20:

downloads per week3. It contains around 1k lines of code distributed

in 35 Python files and has no third-party dependencies.

Before translating this Python library to JavaScript, we first

merge the related Python program files into standalone programs

and convert unit tests to JavaScript. More specifically, we manually

merge the 35 files with their unit tests into 5 self-contained program

files according to their dependency relation. We first convert unit

tests in Python into JavaScript using Codex and manually post-

process to ensure the tests are translated correctly. This is fairly easy

since the unit tests are mostly function calls and assertions that are

straightforward to convert. It is worth noting that all these manual

efforts on merging files and converting unit tests can be further

reduced with sufficient engineering when integrating TransMap

into modern IDEs or in other build environments.

Each of the 5 self-contained program file is around 200 lines. If we

translate one file and create its source map in one attempt, it would

exceed the token limit of the Codex API. We observe that 50 is a

feasible line number of the source code to be translated and mapped

in one query. Thus, we split the code into segments of around 50

lines while preserving the boundaries of classes and functions. Then,

each segment is translated with Codex, source-mapped separately

by TransMap, and then merged back after finishing all segments.

These steps are fully amenable to complete automation.

3https://github.com/luozhouyang/python-string-similarity. The download statistics
were obtained from https://pypistats.org/packages/strsimpy on 28 January 2023.
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Figure 7: An example report of a hidden semantic mistake

pinpointed by TransMap. It contains the mistake location

and variables with differing values in the source and the

translated code.

We then run programs and fix the syntax mistakes caught by

syntax checkers so that only semantic mistakes are remaining. Af-

ter that, we start TransMap to work with the user iteratively to

pinpoint (by TransMap) and fix (by the user) semantic mistakes fol-

lowing the workflow shown in Figure 3. In each round, TransMap

outputs the suspicious lines that contain the first semantic mistake

found in the translated code, together with the detailed informa-

tion of the diverging tracepoint (e.g., the mismatching between the

expected value in the source and the actual value in the translated

code of variables), and the corresponding source lines in Python

according to the source map. For example, Figure 7 shows the infor-

mation reported by TransMap on one of the semantic mistakes in

this case study. TransMap pinpoints the mistake at the JavaScript

code line 194 with the corresponding Python code line 167. Besides,

it gives the local variable values in two code and highlights the

inequivalent variable offset_arr . With this report, the human

user is expected to figure out that the mistake is caused by the

semantic confusion of pop(...) in JavaScript and provide the fix:

Line 194 in JavaScript should be offset_arr.splice(i, 1) that

removes the 8-th element from offset_arr .

TransMap correctly pinpoints the location of all of the 13 hidden

mistakes in the translated code automatically. With those mistakes

highlighted from TransMap, one of the authors of this work with

no apriori experience with the library, fixed all of them in about 1

hour. The final JavaScript translation passes all the given tests.

In addition to strsimpy, results of 4 more case studies are shown

in Table 2. TransMap correctly pinpoints 128 of the 130 hidden mis-

takes and has 12 false positives (FPs). FPs are due to type differences

of some variables. The user can disable tracing them to continue

debugging. The supplementary material gives more details.

TransMap pinpoints 128 of the 130 hidden mistakes in transla-

tions of 5 Python libraries, with 12 false positives.

Table 2: Python libraries for case studies: LoCmeans Lines of

Code, Sem. M. means the number of semantic mistakes, #Hid.

means the number of hidden mistakes, #TP and #FP mean

true positives and false positives of TransMap respectively.

Module LoC Sem. M. #Hid. / #TP / #FP

strsimpy 926 42 13 / 13 / 0

mathgen 791 100 95 / 95 / 5

colorsys 121 3 3 / 3 / 0

heapq 184 15 9 / 8 / 3

html 776 25 10 / 9 / 4

Table 3: The number of unfinished tasks and themedian time

for users to pinpoint hidden mistakes and finish tasks

Group
Short Program Long Program

#unfin)B?>C )C>C0; )B?>C )C>C0;
�2 452s 739s 1020s 1255s 7

�4 60s 235s 286s 365s 2

6.4 User Study

We conduct a preliminary user study on the usefulness ofTransMap

in the debugging task of pinpointing and fixing hidden mistakes.

Evaluation metrics are the time users spend pinpointing and fixing

bugs, and the number of unfinished tasks.We invite 24 computer sci-

ence graduates4, who have no prior familiarity with TransMap, and

randomly divide them into a control group�2 (without TransMap)

and an experimental group�4 (with TransMap). Two groups are

given the same set of programs consisting of randomly sampled

8 short programs (< 20 lines) from our micro-benchmarks and 4

long code segments (> 150 lines) from strsimpy library. Each par-

ticipant is randomly assigned 3 debugging tasks: 2 short programs

and 1 long program, and we make sure every program is assigned

to three users per group. Each program contains one mistake and

only a one-line fix is needed to pass tests. If they spend more than

15 minutes, they have the option to abandon that program, which

would be regarded as an unfinished task. The results are presented

in Table 3. The #unfin column shows the number of unfinished

tasks out of 36 tasks per group. After removing these samples, the

median of the time to confirm the line of mistake and the median of

the total time to finish this task is presented as)B?>C and)C>C0; . We

can see that the median time to pinpoint hidden mistakes reduces

87% on short code and 72% on long code when using TransMap

compared to using the VS Code debugger. Moreover, the total time

to pinpoint and fix mistakes also reduces by 68% on short code and

71% on long code. Additional results of the user study are presented

in the supplementary material [2].

6.5 Discussion

Unfixable Cases When Creating Micro-benchmarks. We

removed unfixable translations due to a known issue referred to

as hallucination in large language models [24, 31]. Such unfixable

translations typically have a heavy reliance on non-existent APIs,

data types, and operators lacking JavaScript equivalents. Although

4All participants reported having at least some familiarity with Python or JavaScript.
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Table 4: Accuracy of source mapping and breakdown of fail-

ures under different styles of the translated code

Scenario Accuracy
Failure Breakdown

NEQ. OOB. DISO.

Fixed Translation 94.5% 2.1% 2.1% 1.4%

Buggy Translation 92.5% 3.8% 1.7% 2.1%

Added Comments 93.8% 1.4% 2.7% 2.1%

Renamed Variables 91.4% 2.1% 5.8% 0.7%

Multiple Functions 89.4% 4.8% 3.1% 2.7%

TransMap can identify these mistakes, fixing them is complicated,

and we found it generally simpler to entirely rewrite the translation.

TransMap cannot help much in such instances, examples of which

are provided in the supplementary material [2].

The Types of Failures in Source Mapping. In our evaluation of

the micro-benchmarks, 6.2% of the source mapping are counted as

failures. There are three types of failures:

• Code Not Equal (NEQ): 3.4%. Some code lines in the mapping

output are different from the input (i.e., Part C and B in Fig. 4).

• Out of Bound (OOB): 1.5%. Some annotated statement numbers

in the translation (JavaScript) do not exist in the source (Python).

• Disorder (DISO): 1.2%. Some statements are mapped wrongly.

We count the first two types as invalid and the third type as inaccu-

rate. Most of the failure cases can be fixed with manual modifica-

tions to several lines of the mapping.

Robustness of Source Mapping. To assess how varying styles of

the translated code affect the performance of source mapping, we

conduct additional experiments5 on the same LeetCode programs

from our evaluation. We introduced changes to the fixed JavaScript

translations in various ways: comment insertion, variable renaming,

and function concatenation. Table 4 shows that these transforma-

tions degrade the accuracy of source mapping by about 1-5%. The

supplementary material [2] has a more detailed discussion.

Possible Limitations of In-context Learning using LLMs. LLMs

can typically generalize from a few examples [19, 60], yet the con-

text window restricts the complexity of tasks that they contextualize.

Further, their reasoning capability is token-limited, leading to a

subpar performance on some few-shot reasoning tasks as indicated

by Brown et al. However, methods like chain-of-thoughts [56] can

be used to enhance outcomes with increased output length.

TransMap vs. Conventional Code Alignment Approaches.

To our knowledge, most of the conventional approaches to code

and trace alignment [41, 54, 61] focus on different versions of the

code in the same language. We observe neural code translation can

make unpredictable transformations, such as breaking, merging,

reordering statements, transforming loop structure, and so on. Thus,

an LLM-based self-explanatory approach is potentially easier to

implement andmore accurate for code translations by the LLM itself.

However, the approach has some pitfalls, including noisy output and

the limiting context length inherent in LLMs. Enhancements could

potentially come from imposing output restrictions on language

models [40] and expanding the context window [47].

5We used ChatGPT 3.5 [35] instead of Codex for this experiment and 4 case studies
(except strsimpy) since Codex became publicly unavailable to us.

7 RELATED WORK

This is the first work on automatically pinpointing mistakes for

neural code generator outputs when attempting to translate across

programming languages. This problem is related to non-neural

code translation and fault localization in different ways.

Code Translation. Traditional compilers and transpilation tools

are the most common approaches used today. The readability of

the generated code is often limited and the effort to write compilers

is significant. To address these issues, a recent line of work uses

natural language processing tools for code generation and trans-

lation. TransCoder [43] proposed unsupervised code translation

using back-translation. Szafraniec et al. proposed to train neural

decompilers to translate between languages that can be compiled

to LLVM IR. Larger state-of-the-art models such as Codex [9] are

also trained in an unsupervised manner and can translate between

multiple languages. However, all of these approaches suffer from

noisy outputs with mistakes. Our work on TransMap is motivated

from these observations and aims to augment existing neural code

translators. Another line of work with a longer history is to use sym-

bolic approaches for code translation. TXL [11] is a domain-specific

language for writing code translators. A more recent work intro-

duces DuoGlot [52], a system that combines rule-based translation

with rule synthesis from user-provided examples. This approach

has the benefits of being predictable, but generally requires human

effort and expertise to write rules. TransMap is an incomparable

alternative: it directs the user to a fix in the translated program,

rather than general transformation rules across languages.

Fault Localization. Fault location is a rich area of prior research

which also pinpoints errors in buggy programs given tests [59]. The

key difference from these works is that tests in our problem setup

run on two programs in different languages. The novel challenge is

therefore in mapping execution semantics between the programs

especially after they have undergone a black-box neural translation.

TransMap introduces generic capabilities, such as source maps,

that can act as an important aid to adapt existing fault localization

techniques to neural code generators in the future. Prior techniques

have focused on different aspects: improving statistical scoring

functions [3, 27], ranking mechanisms [5, 44], better reasoning

under mutations [62], increase the quality of test suites [39, 48],

improving trace analysis [12], symbolic reasoning for root cause

analysis [8, 16, 28, 41], and more.

8 CONCLUSION

We provide the first systematic approach to pinpointing errors in

code translated from one program language to another by modern

neural translators. Our TransMap identifies mistakes with high

fidelity in short JavaScript fragments translated from Python.

9 DATA AVAILABILITY

Our code and datasets are available on Zenodo [53]. The latest

version and supplementary materials [2] can be found on Github.
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